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Automatic processing of unattended lexical information in visual oddball presentation: neurophysiological evidence
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INTRODUCTION

In spite of years of productive research in psycho- and neuro-linguistics as well as psychophysiology and cognitive neurosciences, neurobiological mechanisms underlying the human language function remain poorly understood. Some of the questions still hotly debated in language sciences are the time course of linguistic processes in the brain and the degree of their dependence on attentional control. When exactly are word representations assessed by the brain? How automatic is this process and/or does it require our conscious control? While some scientists have traditionally argued for a lexico-semantic access at 350–400 ms (see e.g., Friederici, 2002; Hagoort, 2008), some more recent evidence points toward a much earlier onset of these processes, at ∼50–200 ms (Pulvermüller et al., 2009; MacGregor et al., 2012).

Previous electrophysiological studies of automatic language processing revealed early (100–200 ms) reflections of access to lexical characteristics of speech signal using the so-called mismatch negativity (MMN), a negative ERP deflection elicited by infrequent irregularities in unattended repetitive auditory stimulation. In those studies, lexical processing of spoken stimuli became manifest as an enhanced ERP in response to unattended real words, as opposed to phonologically matched but meaningless pseudoword stimuli. This lexical ERP enhancement was explained by automatic activation of word memory traces realized as distributed strongly intra-connected neuronal circuits, whose robustness guarantees memory trace activation even in the absence of attention on spoken input. Such an account would predict the automatic activation of these memory traces upon any presentation of linguistic information, irrespective of the presentation modality. As previous lexical MMN studies exclusively used auditory stimulation, we here adapted the lexical MMN paradigm to investigate early automatic lexical effects in the visual modality. In a visual oddball sequence, matched short word and pseudoword stimuli were presented tachistoscopically in perifoveal area outside the visual focus of attention, as the subjects’ attention was concentrated on a concurrent non-linguistic visual dual task in the center of the screen. Using EEG, we found a visual analogue of the lexical ERP enhancement effect, with unattended written words producing larger brain response amplitudes than matched pseudowords, starting at ∼100 ms. Furthermore, we also found significant visual MMN, reported here for the first time for unattended perifoveal lexical stimuli. The data suggest early automatic lexical processing of visually presented language which commences rapidly and can take place outside the focus of attention.
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1The distraction from spoken language stimuli is usually implemented by means of a primary visual task, such as watching a film or playing a computer game, although within-modality distraction to contralaterally presented non-speech auditory stimuli has also been successfully used (Pulvermüller et al., 2008).
shows high sensitivity to unexpected changes in a monotonous stream of unattended sounds, reflected in electroencephalog-raphic (EEG) recordings as an increased fronto-central negativity with temporofrontal sources (Näätänen et al., 2007). When these sounds are meaningful speech elements, for example words or morphemes of a native language, they show a characteristic ERP amplitude increase over acoustically similar and psycholin-guistically matched stimuli that do not form meaningful language units. Dubbed “lexical enhancement,” this phenomenon, which most often occurs at about 100–200 ms, has been investigated in different experimental settings, languages and imaging modaliti-eties (EEG, MEG, fMRI; see e.g., Korpilahti et al., 2001; Shtyrov and Pulvermüller, 2002; Shtyrov et al., 2005, 2008). This word-specific brain response shows sensitivity to a number of psycholin-guistic word properties: its amplitude changes with word frequency (Alexandrov et al., 2011; Shtyrov et al., 2011), its surface topography and underlying cortical sources show specificity to word semantics (Shtyrov et al., 2004; Pulvermüller et al., 2005), its latency correlates with psycholinguistically determined word recognition times (Pulvermüller et al., 2006), etc. This has led to firm conclusions that lexical MMN response reflects activation of neural memory traces for stimulus words, which occurs rapidly after the information at the auditory input allows for word identi-fi-cation (Pulvermüller and Shtyrov, 2006). Importantly, this activa-tion takes place when the subjects’ attention is removed from the linguistic stimuli. Furthermore, modulation of attention lev-els (using task demands and experimental instructions) does not affect the strength of this early word-elicited response (Garagnani et al., 2009; Shtyrov et al., 2010). These latter findings imply that the early word-specific activation is largely automatic and does not strongly depend on the level of attentional control. This automaticity could be attributed to the robustness of distributed neuronal networks that act as neural word memory traces in the brain. Importantly, these findings of early automatic lexical activation could also be replicated outside the MMN oddball paradigm, in an ecologically more valid presentation of multiple unrepeat ed words and pseudowords, provided their acoustic and phonological features are tightly controlled (MacGregor et al., 2012). In sum, this body of evidence suggests that the brain may be capable of automatic lexical analysis of spoken language even in the absence of attention on the linguistic input.

Such an account would predict the automatic activation of these memory traces upon any presentation of linguistic informa-tion, irrespective of the modality in which it is presented. To date, however, linguistic experiments in the visual modality have not been able to explore this phenomenon, as they have usually presented stimuli in the focus of attention. In terms of the speed of lexico-semantic activation, a number of visual studies provide a similar picture of rapid and early access to word information in the brain, as seen in visual ERPs at latencies between 100–200 ms (e.g., Ortigue et al., 2004; Hauk et al., 2006). Such studies, however, cannot easily address the question of automaticity of neural lexical access. Indeed, it is not easily possible to present unat-tended words visually: if the stimulus falls within the focus of the visual field, it enters the attended area, which is why visual research mostly deals with active processing of attended stimuli. One approach to study subconsciously presented word processing is masked priming (e.g., Dehaene et al., 2001; Henson, 2003) where a “probe” word may be preceded by a “prime” stimulus, which is masked and presented so briefly that the subject is not able to con-sciently register it. Masked priming studies have indeed reported a number of effects produced by such “invisible” word stimuli, including evidence of lexico-semantic access to them (e.g., Brown and Hagoort, 1993; Kiefer, 2002), although at later latencies than in the auditory studies above. However, such experiments, on the one hand, do require vigilant attention to the linguistic input (and thus rather reduce awareness than remove attention). On the other hand, priming studies (masked priming included) more likely assess the interactions between the prime and the probe rather than the processing of the subliminal stimulus per se. A similar comment can be made with respect to the visual Stroop task which famously demonstrated behaviorally (e.g., Glaser and Glaser, 1989) the automaticity in access of individual words: whilst the experimental instruction per se does not explicitly encourage word processing, the stimulus words themselves in the Stroop task are nevertheless presented in the focus of attention. Thus, the automaticity of neural processing of unattended visual language remains obscure.

To complement the earlier auditory MMN studies and bridge the gap between them and the visual modality in linguistic pro cessing, we set out to address the issue of early lexical automaticity in the visual domain. For this, it seems essential to remove the focus from the visual linguistic input (similar to the previous auditory research above) and to record activations caused by unattended stimuli per se. For maximum compatibility with the previous research, we decided to adapt the auditory lexical MMN paradigm to the visual modality. A visual analogue of the auditory MMN (vMMN) is known to occur for presentation of at least non-linguistic graphical stimuli (Czigler et al., 2006). This usu-ally involves a primary task such as tracking geometrical shapes in the center of the visual field, while unattended stimuli (frequent “standards” and rare unexpected “deviants”) are flashed on the periphery of the visual field in oddball sequences, similar to those used auditorily. vMMN can be elicited independently of attention (Berti, 2011) by deviance in color (Czigler et al., 2002), orienta-tion (Astikainen and Hietanen, 2009; Kimura et al., 2010), move-ment (Pazo-Alvarez et al., 2003), spatial frequency (Heslenfeld, 2003), contrast (Stagg et al., 2004) and even in abstract sequential regularities (e.g., “if, then . . .” rules; Stefanics et al., 2011) in visual stimulation. Whilst having been linked to neural automatic visual change detection and short-term memory (Czigler and Pato, 2009), vMMN has remained virtually unexplored with respect to its sensitivity to long-term representations, such as word-specific lexical memory circuits.

2Stroop effect demonstrates automatic access to the meaning of visually presented word in an experimental task which does not encourage semantic processing or even reading as such. When the name of a color (e.g. “green” or “red”) is printed in a color not denoted by the name (e.g, the word “red” printed in blue ink), color naming takes longer and is more prone to errors than in a non-conflict situation. This and an entire family of similar effects suggest that lexico-semantic information (including individual word semantics) is assessed automatically even though this is not required by the visual task, leading to mutual interference between the two accessed representations (Brown et al., 1995).
Motivations for applying MMN methodology to language lie, on the one hand, with the earliness and automaticity of this cognitive ERP (Shtyrov and Pulvermüller, 2007). These properties make it instrumental for uncovering the earliest attention-independent neurophysiological indices of language processing, without any confounds associated with active tasks and attention variation (Pettigrew et al., 2004; Pulvermüller and Shtyrov, 2006; Näätänen et al., 2007). From the other, more methodological point of view, the use of a small set of well-controlled stimuli minimizes stimulus variance and associated brain response smearing, allowing for a finer degree of precision in locating and analysing any minute short-lived early activations (Shtyrov and Pulvermüller, 2007). Further, as the MMN is a difference response (obtained as a deviant-minus-standard ERP subtraction), this helps to rule out purely sensory confounds arising from divergence of physical stimulus features, by incorporating identical physical contrasts into different linguistic contexts. An advantage of the visual presentation, on the other hand, is its potential ability to overcome inherent problems of spoken stimulus presentation, such as variability in word length, in sound energy distribution across the waveform’s duration, in word-specific recognition points etc. Unlike auditory stimuli that unfold over time, visual words are available in full instantly and can be presented for a strictly defined period of time, which can be fully matched across stimuli and conditions.

To test the presence of early automatic lexical effects in visual oddball presentation, we adapted the established lexical MMN approach to the visual modality. In line with non-linguistic visual MMN research (see e.g., Pazo-Alvarez et al., 2003), we engaged our experimental participants in a primary non-linguistic task continuously present in the center of the visual field. While the subjects were focused on this primary task, words and pseudowords matched for physical properties were briefly (100 ms) flashed just outside the fovea (2.5°) in oddball sequences. All sequences had identical single-letter visual standard-deviant contrasts, while the exact lexical status of the standard and deviant stimuli (as either words or pseudowords) was systematically modulated. To control for purely sensory effects, further non-linguistic control stimuli were used, and a low-level visual baseline condition was applied to parcel out the primary task contribution to visual responses. The subjects’ neural responses to the stimulation were recorded using EEG. Based on the previous research, we expected to observe an early reflection of lexical differences, most likely as an increase in word-elicited activation relative to pseudoword ERPs. We also expected a visual MMN in the form of a difference between the deviant and standard brain responses.

METHODS

SUBJECTS

Sixteen healthy right-handed (handedness assessed according to Oldfield, 1971) native Russian-speaking volunteers (6 males; age range 18–24, mean 21.2 y.o.) with normal vision and no record of neurological diseases were presented with visual stimuli in 6 experimental conditions. All subjects gave their written consent to take part in the study and were paid for their participation. The experiments were performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki with approval of the University of St. Petersburg Ethics Committee.

STIMULI

Oddball stimuli

As linguistic stimuli in the visual oddball presentation, we employed four sets of controlled monosyllabic three-letter words and pseudowords of the Russian language (Table 1). All stimuli were closely matched in their properties: (1) the two words in each standard-deviant pair shared the first two letters (always consonant-vowel), (2) the visual/orthographic contrasts between the standard and the deviant stimuli were identical in all conditions, and comprised a change between word-final consonants “к” [k]3 and “н” [n], (3) the four sets differed only in the first letter (“М” [m], “Т” [t], “Ф” [f], “б” [b], which was however the same letter within each set), (4) because of transparency in Russian orthography, the sets possessed equal phonetic similarity and identical phonetic contrasts in the auditory domain, which could be important to control in case of their covert articulation, even though it is unlikely to take place given the procedures employed (see below). All words were lexically unambiguous nouns common in Russian language and had similarly high lexical frequency of occurrence (range: 1.51–2.08 log instances per million; determined according to Sharoff, 2001), as did stimulus-initial and stimulus-final bigrams (2.27–3.18 and 3.04–3.12, respectively). Whilst matched visually and orthographically, the four sets systematically differed in the lexical status of the standard and deviant stimuli. All possible combinations were included: standard word vs. deviant word, standard pseudoword vs. deviant pseudoword, standard word vs. deviant pseudoword and standard pseudoword vs. deviant word (see Table 1).

To validate our choice of lexical stimuli and ensure that they were perceived as meaningful words vs. meaningless pseudowords by all experimental participants, we administered a behavioral rating questionnaire to all participants (after the EEG recording). This included answering questions on stimulus lexicality (“how confident are you that this is a real word in the Russian language?”) and frequency (“how often do you encounter this word or use it

3Original Cyrillic letters given, with Latin transcription approximating their pronunciation in square brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Visual word, pseudoword and non-word stimuli used in oddball sequences (Latinized transcription in square brackets, English translation in italics).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Deviant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ток [tok] current</td>
<td>Тон [ton] tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Мок [mok – pseudoword]</td>
<td>Мон [mon – pseudoword]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Бок [bok] side</td>
<td>Бон [bon – pseudoword]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Фок [fok] pseudoword</td>
<td>Фон [fon] background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#&amp;к [##k – nonwords]</td>
<td>#&amp;н [##n – nonwords]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the stimuli are very similar orthographically, while their lexical status is modulated systematically. Visual standard-deviant contrast #&к/т (k/n) is identical across all conditions.
conditions, it employed the same visual contrast (sensory/sublexical factors. To match this set with the main 4 con-
non-word stimulus set was included to control for lower-level
symmetric bilateral presentation was used in order to ensure that,

4This is particularly important as some of the pseudowords may have a niche
meaning in highly specialized technical vocabularies with a restricted scope
of use. As established by the behavioral rankings, the volunteers were not
familiar with these stimuli, all of which were thus perceived as meaningless
pseudowords.

FIGURE 1 | An example of the visual stimulation employed and a
schematic demonstration of the visual sequence. The subjects’ task
was to focus on the center of the screen to detect combinations of two
concentric circles, which were present continuously but changed colors
pseudorandomly at every SOA refresh. At the same time, unattended
orthographic stimuli were presented briefly (100 ms) at symmetrical
locations on visual periphery (at 2.5° angle from the center to the left and to
the right) in oddball sequences containing frequent standard and rare
unexpected deviant stimuli (see also Table 1). In addition to the set of
oddball blocks, a sensory visual baseline condition was included that only
contained concentric circles but no orthographic stimuli on the flanks.

Non-linguistic primary task stimuli
As a primary task, which the participants were instructed to
concentrate on, they were presented with 2 concentric circles of
different colors (Figure 1): all possible combinations of red,
green, blue and yellow were used. These combinations were
displayed in the center of the screen and changed in synchrony
with the orthographic stimuli that appeared on visual periphery. However,
unlike the latter, these were kept on the screen for the entire duration of the
SOA (to avoid strong visual onset and offset responses) such that the circles were seen as present continuously,
with their colors changing.

PROCEDURE
The subjects were instructed to fixate their gaze on the cen-
ter of the screen where a fixation cross was displayed, and to
focus on a dual visual task of detecting color circle combinations
presented in the focus of their visual attention. This dual task
required tracing the color of both the inner and the outer circles
and reacting only to a particular combination of colors/locations
(i.e., when the task was to detect “inner red, outer blue” tar-
get, responses to any other combination—including “inner blue,
outer red”—were considered incorrect). Responses were given by
pressing a button with the left index finger. In addition, the sub-
jects were requested to count the number of target combinations
and report them at the end of the block. Target combination
probability was 15%. As the experiment consisted of six blocks,
a different target combination was used in each block. The
order of target color combinations was counterbalanced across
subjects, and, within each block, stimulus sequences were ran-
domized individually. A short training sequence, using similar
(but not identical) stimuli was run in the beginning of each
experiment.

While the subjects concentrated on this primary task, unat-
tended orthographic stimuli were presented at the flanks. Each
standard-deviant pair was presented in a separate block, where
600 frequent standard stimuli were pseudo-randomly inter-
spersed with 100 deviant ones. There were at least two standard
presentations between any two deviants. The subjects were not
informed of the orthographic stimuli, and the task did not
encourage attention on them. On the contrary, the very brief pre-
sentation of these stimuli (100 ms) that appeared perifoveally at
the same time as the color combinations were changing in the
focus of their attention ensured maximum distraction from the
textual stimulation.

In addition to the four word/pseudoword sets and one non-
word set, one further condition was included that contained only
the primary visual detection task but no text stimuli. This was
done in order to establish the baseline level of brain activation
related purely to the colored geometric shapes, which could later
be used to parcel out text-related brain responses from those
related to the concurrent non-linguistic task.
EEG RECORDING AND PRE-PROCESSING

During the visual presentation, the subjects’ EEG was registered using a 32-channel EEG setup (Mitsar, St. Petersburg, Russia) and 10-mm gold-plated electrodes (Grass Products, Warwick RI, USA) placed on the scalp according to the 10–20% electrode configuration system, with linked mastoids as a reference electrode. To control for vertical and horizontal eye movements, electrooculogram (EOG) readings were taken via two electrodes placed below the left eye and lateral to its outer canthus. The sampling rate was 500 Hz. Electrode impedances were kept below 5 kΩ.

EEG data analysis was carried out offline using EMSE Suite (Source Signal, La Mesa CA, USA). Data were re-referenced to average reference, band-pass filtered (1–30 Hz) and bipolar electro-oculogram channels were reconstructed for vertical (VEOG) and horizontal (HEOG) eye movements from monopolar EOG recordings. Continuous data were then epoched into segments starting 100 ms before stimulus onset and ending 600 ms thereafter. The prestimulus interval of −100–0 ms was used as a baseline. Any epoch with signal variation exceeding 100 µV was discarded, as were those that coincided with any target stimuli and the ones immediately following them, to minimize buttonpress-related movement artifacts. The remaining artifact-free epochs were then averaged separately for each stimulus type (standard/deviant, word/pseudoword etc.). Finally, ERPs obtained for the control primary task-only block were subtracted from those obtained in the text stimulation blocks, in order to remove any contribution of attended geometric shapes into the responses, and concentrate on the effects of unattended orthographic stimuli per se.

EEG STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For an unbiased data-driven analysis, overall activation strength of the ERPs was first quantified as the global root mean square (RMS) of the ERP responses across all scalp electrodes. To this end, the grand average response was calculated across all word and pseudoword stimuli collapsed (standards and deviants included) for each electrode. Then, for each time point, the square root was calculated on the mean of squared amplitudes across all electrodes, producing a single global RMS response. Finally, the most prominent peaks in this global RMS were identified. These were found at ~110 and 250 ms, which coincided with the well-known ERP responses to visual/written stimuli: N1/P100 and N250 (Oken et al., 1987; Carreiras et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2012). Mean amplitudes across 20-ms time windows centered on these peaks were used for a more detailed further analysis. A smaller deflection was found at ~350–400 ms corresponding to the established N350/N400 effects (Bentin et al., 1999; Lau et al., 2008); this period was therefore used as a 3rd time window in statistical assessment of the ERPs.

For statistical analysis, window-mean amplitudes extracted from each electrode in a 25-electrode array (organized in a 5 × 5 grid) covering most of the scalp were submitted to analyses of variance using factors Lexicality (words vs. pseudowords/non-words), Stimulus Type (Standard—Deviant) and Topography (electrode location). For these statistics, data were taken from ERP responses prior to the RMS procedures, in order to allow assessment of possible polarity and topography differences.

RESULTS

All stimulus conditions elicited pronounced ERP responses, with the most prominent peaks in the global response visible at ~110, 250, and ~375 ms (see Figure 2). The first peak exhibited posterior negativity combined with frontal positivity, whereas the reverse—posterior positivity with centro-frontal negativity—was seen for the second peak; the third deflection showed a posterior centro-parietal negativity typical for the N400 time range. Using these overall activity maxima to identify latencies of interest, we then compared window-mean ERP amplitudes at these main activation peaks between different stimuli. Statistical comparison between activation in response to meaningful words as opposed to matched meaningless pseudowords showed a main effect of Lexicality as early as in the first time window (centered at 110 ms), where words produced a significantly stronger response than pseudowords \([F(1, 15) = 5.76, p = 0.03;\) see Figures 2, 3]. This difference was visible as a more negative word deflection at posterior sites \([F(1, 15) = 5.04, p = 0.04],\) and a more positive one at fronto-central leads \([F(1, 15) = 5.05, p = 0.04].\) A non-significant tendency for the same effect could also be observed in the second time window, and, finally, its fully significant rebound took place at the third peak \([F(1, 15) = 4.93, p = 0.04].\)

A similar difference was revealed by a comparison between words and non-linguistic control stimuli in the first peak \([F(1, 15) = 9.76, p = 0.01] and, although only marginally significant, in the last peak as well \([F(1, 15) = 3.71, p = 0.07]).\) Interestingly, although visual inspection suggested strong difference between non-word symbols and words also in the second interval (~250 ms), this main effect was not significant when data from the entire electrode array were tested \((p > 0.7).\) However, as ANOVA indicated a near-significant interaction between Lexicality and Topography for this contrast \([F(4, 16) = 2.60, p = 0.055],\) we followed it up with planned comparisons. These showed that the word-non-word difference in this interval was indeed significant but only at the electrodes to the left of the midline \([F(1, 15) = 4.16, p = 0.048] and not at any other sites, likely due to strong between-subject variability in this effect. Pseudowords, in turn, did not differ statistically from the non-linguistic controls in either of the analyzed periods, although visual inspection did suggest a possible discrepancy in the two later intervals.

Direct comparison between standard and deviant stimuli revealed a main effect of Stimulus Type, that is, a significant MMN response, with a more negative deviant than standard response at posterior electrodes accompanied by an increased positivity frontally (Figure 4). This contrast was strongly significant in the 100–120 ms time window \([F(1, 15) = 7.37, p = 0.016] as well as in the 240–260 ms one \([F(1, 15) = 18.51, p = 0.001].\) Although the latter difference, unlike that in the first peak, could be better described as a posterior decrease in positivity and anterior decrease in negativity for deviants (amounting to a total decrease in the global RMS curve as well), the net deviant-standard subtraction showed the same relative trend, and the difference topography was thus similar to that in the first peak. In the final time window, no significant mismatch response was found.
Interestingly, whereas we found clear main effects of Lexicality and Stimulus Type, no significant interactions between these factors arose in any of the analysis windows, and vMMN as such did not statistically differ between conditions. Finally, the subjects’ performance on the primary behavioral task showed average 85% accuracy indicating good compliance with experimental instructions; mean reaction time was 753 ms.

**DISCUSSION**

We recorded ERPs elicited by unattended peripherally presented meaningful words and orthographically and psycholinguistically matched meaningless pseudowords in a visual oddball sequence, while the subjects were distracted from these materials by a non-linguistic dual feature detection visual task presented in the focus of their attention in the center of the screen. We found (1) an effect of lexicality, i.e., differences in neural responses to words and pseudowords (as well as between words and non-word control stimuli), and (2) an evidence of differential processing of standard vs. deviant stimuli, i.e., the visual correlate of MMN for these lexical stimuli. These effects spanned in time from ~100 to ~400 ms, in line with the previous literature on neural word processing and lexical memory trace activation (Bentin et al., 1999; Martin-Loeches et al., 2005; Hauk et al., 2006; Lau et al., 2008; Carreiras et al., 2009; Pulvermüller et al., 2009). Below, we will discuss these findings in more detail.

**LEXICALITY EFFECTS**

The main effect of word-pseudoword difference became exhibited as an increased word activation that started very early (from ~100 ms) and, with variable significance, was visible across the response epoch until ~400 ms. As words and pseudowords were matched for orthographic and psycholinguistic features, it is unlikely that it was driven by low-level perceptual differences. Instead, we would like to suggest that this is the lexical familiarity per se, i.e., the presence of established memory representations for the meaningful word stimuli, that caused this difference. This is further supported by the remarkable similarity between the present effect and the so-called lexical enhancement in passive auditory ERPs. As reviewed in the Introduction, the lexical ERP enhancement has been explained by the activation of a word memory trace in the brain, as opposed to a purely sensory activity for meaningless pseudowords that do not possess memory representations in the brain and thus no corresponding memory trace activation is possible (Shtyrov et al., 2010; MacGregor et al., 2012). In the visual modality, lexical features have been known to affect responses already in 100–160 time range, although those results were obtained for attended and actively processed stimuli (e.g., Ortigue et al., 2004; Hauk et al., 2006), whereas the effect we report here takes place outside of the focus of attention. Previous studies using masked priming paradigm have also found lexi-co-semantic effects dependent on ‘invisible’ prime words (e.g., Dehaene et al., 2001; Naccache and Dehaene, 2001; Diaz and McCarthy, 2007), albeit their EEG correlates have largely been
we show such access neurophysiologically and, furthermore, that lexical familiarity strongly affects brain responses to such unattended stimuli.

It has been argued that the bases for such automatic lexical activations are distributed neural circuits acting as long-term memory traces for words. Such memory circuits become formed through the process of associative learning in language acquisition, and thus possess strong internal connections that afford memory trace activation automatically, even in the absence of attention (Garagnani et al., 2009; Shtyrov, 2010; Shtyrov et al., 2010). Pseudowords/non-words, on the contrary, do not have such representations, leading to a smaller overall activity under non-attend presentation conditions. Automaticity and rapid speed of lexical activations are likely a consequence of high ecological value and social validity of linguistic communications, which are automatically processed by the brain for any potentially important messages. Previously established in the auditory
modality, this automaticity is clearly shown here in the visual modality as well, suggesting similarity in neural word access irrespective of the exact presentation mode.

Although the overall surface topography of the brain responses found here is similar to that known from previous visual studies (e.g., Bentin et al., 1999; Hauk et al., 2006; Lau et al., 2008; Carreiras et al., 2009), exact brain loci of the found automatic lexical familiarity effect cannot be established given the low-resolution EEG method used. For this, future studies are necessary that may employ high-density EEG or/and MEG with neuroanatomically-based source analysis to reveal cortical origins of these lexicality effects. In previous auditory experiments using similar paradigms in fMRI and MEG, these were found in superior- and middle-temporal cortices as well as in inferior-frontal cortex, predominantly in the left hemisphere (Shtyrov et al., 2005, 2008, 2011; Pulvermüller et al., 2006). Further areas, such as the inferior-temporally located visual word-form area as well as angular gyrus, are known to be involved in written word processing (Price, 2001); their involvement in unattended word processing also remains to be addressed in future research.

Interestingly, while the prominent word response around the typical P1/N1 range (~100 ms) here takes the form of a posterior negativity accompanied by frontal positivity, the N170 deflection often found for orthographic materials (e.g., Maurer et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013) is not obviously present here. There are a few possible explanations for this pattern of results. The most critical difference between this and the earlier visual orthographic studies is the mode of presentation. Rather than presenting the stimuli in the visual focus as it has been conventionally done in N170 studies, we showed them peripherally where the density of receptors on the retina is reduced (Diaz-Araya and Provis, 1992). Further, the presentation was tachistoscopic, i.e., very brief, which may have also influenced the amplitude of common visual ERPs, including N170. This subtle presentation of the orthographic stimuli was also subject to interference from a massive non-linguistic central stimulus (Figure 1). Alternatively, such a subtle mode of presentation may have also led to a delay in the response peak—this could mean that the deflection at ~250 ms may potentially at least in part be attributed to a weakened and delayed N170. To answer this question with any certainty, future studies will be necessary that will directly compare responses to lexical stimuli using different presentation modes.

### vMMN to Orthographic Stimuli

In line with previous research into visual MMN (see e.g., Czigler et al., 2002; Pazo-Alarce et al., 2003; Stagg et al., 2004; Astikainen and Hietanen, 2009; Czigler and Pato, 2009; Kimura et al., 2010; Berti, 2011; Stefani et al., 2011, 2012), we found that unattended presentation of standard and deviant stimuli in a visual oddball sequence does lead to a vMMN emergence. The current results showed the same relative polarity difference—more negative (or less positive at later times) posterior activity for the deviant than standard stimuli—as that seen with basic visual contrasts in previous vMMN research. The contrasts used in those earlier studies typically included color changes, movement direction, checkerboards and other simple visual objects. Similar to those previus studies, vMMN seen here occurred early on and took place between 100 and 260 ms, although non-significant effects lasted for longer. The important new finding here is the vMMN elicitation by a subtle orthographic contrast, the change of a single letter in a tachistoscopically presented textual stimulus. This, to our knowledge, is the first demonstration of a vMMN effect for unattended linguistic materials suggesting that they are processed automatically early on even when presented outside the foveal attention spot. The only other linguistic vMMN study available to date is a very recent work by Wang et al. (2013), who have shown, using Chinese hieroglyphic characters, vMMN’s sensitivity to phonological information. In that study, even though the subjects were not instructed to read the visually presented characters and were instead asked to detect their color, the vMMN was nevertheless strongly influenced by the phonological properties of the stimuli. The important difference between that work and our study is that Wang et al. deviated from the classic vMMN approach, by presenting the stimuli in the focus of visual attention and subjecting them to an explicit behavioral task. In our present work, we have followed more strictly the conventions for visual MMN research by locating the stimuli outside the visual focus of attention and ensuring that the subjects did not perform any stimulus-related activity at all, by distracting them with a spatially distinct primary task. Conceptually, while the current study is focused on automatic lexical effects, the Wang et al. paper deals with automatic extraction of phonological information. The two studies are therefore complementary in various aspects and, together, point toward early automaticity of different types of visual language processing.

While linguistic materials (including vowels, syllables, words and even phrases) have been known to elicit robust auditory MMNs (Pulvermüller and Shtyrov, 2006; Shtyrov and Pulvermüller, 2007), the same is shown here in visual modality, suggesting a certain similarity in linguistic MMN elicitation across modalities. There is, however, an important difference between the previous auditory results and the current visual findings. Auditory MMN research suggested a dominating role of the deviant stimulus’s lexical status in eliciting memory trace activation, while reports of lexicality/familiarity effects for frequent standard stimuli have been less consistent (cf. Shtyrov and Pulvermüller, 2002; Jacobsen et al., 2004, 2005). Here, however, we observed no interaction at all between the factors of Lexicality (word vs. pseudoword) and Stimulus Type (standard vs. deviant), and vMMN as such did not statistically differ between conditions. This suggests that, on the one hand, lexical familiarity effects are elicited by standards and deviants alike, and, on the other hand, that vMMN is equally elicited by different stimuli regardless of their lexical familiarity. Given that previous auditory research is not entirely consistent and that the current study is the first foray into the lexical vMMN, it may be premature to discuss whether this difference is due to the modality of presentation, the rigorous within-modality distraction task or possibly some other factors. We would therefore prefer to refrain from addressing this question until further studies using different languages and experimental manipulations are carried out. Similarly, the cortical locus of the lexical vMMN in the brain can only be assessed in future high-density EEG/MEG and possibly fMRI research and
cannot be resolved by this first study using a low-resolution EEG methodology.

Finally, application of the vMMN to neurolinguistic processes may open new avenues for this research. Unlike auditorily presented spoken words, visual text does not gradually unfold over time, which allows for stricter control over physical stimulus properties and thus opens a possibility to use a wider range of stimuli. It may also lead to application of linguistic MMN paradigms to situations in which auditory designs are not ideal, such as in noisy environments (e.g., inside an MR scanner) or with hearing-impaired participants, in order to ascertain the degree of automatic linguistic processing in various populations (Shtyrov et al., 2012).

CONCLUSIONS
In a visual oddball sequence, matched short word and pseudoword stimuli were presented tachistoscopically in perifoveal area outside the visual focus of attention, as the subjects' attention was concentrated on a concurrent non-linguistic area outside the visual focus of attention, as the subjects'

- A significant visual MMNs at 100-260 ms, here reported for the first time for unattended peripherally presented lexical stimuli.

The data show a high degree of similarity with earlier auditory processing into the neural time course of automatic language processing in the brain. This, in turn, suggests similar or even shared mechanisms of unattended language access in visual and auditory modalities. The current results indicate early and automatic lexical processing of visually presented language in the brain that commences rapidly and may take place outside the focus of visual attention, even under a strong distraction from linguistic input.
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